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The claimant was pro se.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on July 3,

2014, in Hope, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was entered in

this case on June 2, 2014.  The following stipulations were

submitted by the parties and are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction.

2. Date of incident:  1-18-14

3. The claimant was an employee.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:

1. Additional medical treatment (diagnostic MRI for
continued treatment).

Respondent:

1. Compensability.

2. Independent intervening cause.
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The record consists of the July 3, 2014, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The claimant has failed to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a
compensable right shoulder injury.  Specifically,
the claimant has failed to establish that his
right shoulder injury is established by medical
evidence supported by objective findings.

2. Because the claimant has failed to establish that
he sustained a compensable injury, the claimant
cannot be awarded the additional medical treatment
that he seeks. Cross v. Magnolia Hospital
Reciprocal Group Of America, 82 Ark. App. 406, 109
S.W.3d 145 (2003). 

DISCUSSION

Mr. McAnally was employed as a truck driver by PNK,

Incorporated.  On January 18, 2014, Mr. McAnally was

securing a load in Indiana with restraining bars when a

restraining bar slipped causing Mr. McAnally’s right

shoulder to twist backward over his arm. (T. 9) Mr. McAnally

continued on his trip to Ohio and returned to Arkansas on

January 22, 2014. (T. 19) Mr. McAnally testified that he saw

Dr. Thomas Fox for his shoulder on January 23, 2014, and Dr.

Fox kept him off work for three days. (T. 10)

Mr. McAnally returned to driving for PRT about a week

until a second incident occurred outside his parent’s lake

house on February 3, 2014, when Mr. McAnally’s foot slipped

on some ice causing him to jostle his shoulder. (T. 11-12,

21, 27) Mr. McAnally returned to Dr. Fox on February 6,

2014, wearing an arm sling. (C. Exh. 1 p. 4) Dr. Fox ordered
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a diagnostic MRI, but the respondents refused to

preauthorize the procedure. (C. Exh. 1 p. 5, 13) 

The respondents refused to pay for any treatment or

testing beyond Mr. McAnally’s first visit to Dr. Fox.  (T.

13)  In the present claim, Mr. McAnally seeks an order

directing the respondents to pay for the right shoulder MRI

previously prescribed by Dr. Fox. (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 2-3) The

respondents contend that Mr. McAnally cannot establish the

existence of a compensable right shoulder injury allegedly

sustained on January 18, 2014, with medical evidence

supported by objective findings.  Even if Mr. McAnally can

establish some type of right shoulder injury with medical

evidence supported by objective findings, the respondents

contend that the incident in the lake house driveway on

February 3, 2014, is an independent intervening cause. (T.

5, 27; Comm. Exh. 1 p. 2-3)

Issue 1: Has The Claimant Established The Requirements
Necessary To Find That He Sustained A Compensable
Right Shoulder Injury?

To prove a compensable injury as a result of a specific

incident which is identifiable by time and place of

occurrence, the claimant must establish by a preponderance

of the evidence: (1) an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) that the injury caused internal or

external harm to the body which required medical services or

resulted in disability or death; (3) medical evidence

supported by objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code
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Ann. § 11-9-102(16), establishing the injury; and (4) that

the injury was caused by a specific incident identifiable by

time and place of occurrence. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102

(4)(A)(i)(Suppl. 2005).  If the claimant fails to establish

by a preponderance of the credible evidence any of the

requirements for establishing the compensability of the

claim, compensation must be denied.  Montgomery v. J & J

Lumber Co., 2011 Ark. App. 129, ___ S.W.3d ___.

In the present case, I find that a restraining bar

slipping while Mr. McAnally attempted to secure his load was

a “specific incident” as that term has been interpreted by

the Arkansas Supreme Court, and I note that the restraining

bar slipped while Mr. McAnally was attempting to secure the

load on his truck for work.  I therefore find that any right

shoulder injury that Mr. McAnally sustained when the

restraining bar slipped was caused by a specific incident,

was identifiable by time and place of occurrence, and arose

out of and occurred in the course of his employment.

By statutory definition “‘Objective findings’ are those

findings which cannot come under the voluntary control of

the patient.” Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i)(Repl.

2012).  In the present case, I find that Mr. McAnally has

failed to establish that the hearing record contains

objective medical findings that support the existence of his

alleged right shoulder injury.  
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In this regard, the record contains three office notes

from Dr. Fox and the results of a shoulder x-ray performed

on January 23, 2014.  The x-ray report identifies the

presence of arthropathy and spurring in Mr. McAnally’s right

shoulder, but also states that there is no acute fracture or

other bony abnormality identified. Dorland’s Illustrated

Medical Dictionary (30 Ed.) define “arthropathy” as “any

joint disease.” (Id. at p. 156)  I therefore find that none

of the objective findings in the x-ray would support the

existence of any type of acute shoulder abnormality.     

Dr. Fox’s three notes in evidence document a number of

negative clinical test results.  The only positive clinical

finding appears to involve “supraspinatus challenge” testing

which was “positive” on February 6, 2014, and on April 14,

2014, but “negative” on January 23, 2014. (C. Exh. 1 p. 2,

5, 8)  This examiner’s research indicates that the Full

Commission and the Arkansas Courts have never addressed in a

published opinion whether a “supraspinatus challenge”

produces objective versus subjective findings.  An online

medical encyclopedia indicates that this test, otherwise

known as the “empty beer can test” is considered “positive” 

if the patient experiences pain or weakness when resisting a

downward pressure exerted against the extended arm.  See 

www.physio-pedia.com/Supraspinatus_tendonitis and

www.physio-pedia.com/Empty_Can_Test.  There is no indication

on this record that this type of clinical testing -
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involving pain and weakness responses from the patient - did

not come within the voluntary control of the patient, and

complaints of pain are clearly not objective medical

findings. Ozark natural Food v. Pierson, 2012 Ark. App. 133,

389 S.W.3d 105.

Because the hearing record lacks any objective medical

findings to support the existence of any type of acute right

shoulder injury, this examiner finds moot the respondents’

alternative contention regarding an alleged independent

intervening right shoulder injury that occurred at the lake

house after the alleged injury that Mr. McAnally contends

occurred in Indiana.  

Issue 2: Can The Commission Direct The Respondents To
Provide Mr. McAnally A Prescribed MRI Without A
Finding Of A Compensable Injury? 

In Cross v. Magnolia Hospital Reciprocal Group Of

America, 82 Ark. App. 406, 109 S.W.3d 145 (2003), the

Arkansas Court of Appeals made clear that the Commission

cannot award additional medical treatment without an initial

finding of a compensable injury.  Consequently, since I find

that Mr. McAnally has failed to establish that he sustained

a compensable right shoulder injury, I find that Mr.

McAnally’s request that the respondents provide a shoulder

MRI must be denied for the reasons identified by the Court

of Appeals in Cross, supra.  
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ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be,

and hereby is, respectfully denied.  The respondents are

directed to pay the court reporter’s fees and expenses

within thirty (30) days of billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


